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Alchemy of Money



Manifest Your Full
Feminine Financial Potential



Manifest Your Full
Feminine Financial Potential

Feminine Leadership



Feminine Financial 
Potential & Freedom

• IS Political 

• Political for the Collective

• CRITICAL at this TIME!!!

• Political & Financial

• Leadership is CRITICAL!







Breakthrough Next Level

• Myself

• Priestess Community

• Feminine Collective



POOR

• Passing

• Over

• Opportunity

• Repeatedly





She Who Understands

• How often do I step out of my own comfort zone in order to explore 
new ideas and actions?

• What does being out of my comfort zone look like?

• What are three “old” negative habits that keep me stuck? What 
action(s) will I take to change them?

• Who do I want to bring into my life to support my personal growth?

• What commitment(s) am I willing to make right now, to proceed in 
reaching the clarity I desire? 





Brave
• You can start speaking up

• Stop holding your tongue

• Let the words fall out

• Let the words be anything but empty

• What needs to happen for you to step into a new 
level of Feminine Financial/Spiritual Leadership?



Diving Deeper Into the 
Alchemical Money Mysteries



Integrative/Inclusive 

Business Model

• Masculine

• Soloprenuer - Alone

• Active Working Income

• Short Term

• Either/or

• Feminine 

• Leverage - Team

• Residual Income

• Long Term

• Both/and



lisa-michaels.com
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Priestess

Healing Clients

Summits

Healing Classes

Financial Freedom

Big Picture
Matrix

Fractal
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within
Unified Fields
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• Calcination: incinerating the ego’s control

• Dissolution: redeeming emotion and intuition

• Separation: discovering discernment and wisdom

• Conjunction: opening the heart through balancing the inner 
masculine and feminine

• Fermentation: integrating lower levels of consciousness with the 
higher through fire and ferment

• Distillation: distilling all the work already done and developed to 
a pure essence

• Coagulation: surrendering into a new consciousness of wholeness

Alchemy of Money



Every one of these processes 
requires a sacrifice, generally 
consisting of old, outdated, 

and cherished beliefs. 



“Diana, there are two kinds of hubris. The 
kind that makes humans obsessed with being 
bigger, better, more important than others. 
We see a classic illustration of such hubris in 
our friend Roy.”

Diana winces.

“You, piglet–most humans, actually–suffer 
from the other kind of hubris. The kind that 
makes you see yourself as smaller and less 
important than you really are. The kind that 
won’t allow you to identify as part of the 
divine. That, Diana, is the last piece of ego 
you have left to sacrifice.”



Next Level of Feminine Financial 
Leadership

• Next Step

• Leadership Message

• Feminine Message

• Masculine Message

• Additional Message



The fact is, most people 
overestimate what they can 
do financially in a year–and 

underestimate what they can 
achieve financially in just a 

decade or two.  



Reflect on this example...
Has your ego keep you stuck 

handling your money, financial 
flow, or wealth building in the 

same way?

Are your results matching your 
creation desires?



I have watched the development 
and strengthening of three skill 
sets that enable people to come 

to a deeply visionary and 
generous relationship with 

money. I call them Knowledge, 
Understanding, and Vigor. Just 

one won’t do; we need all three.



Knowledge removes doubt, the 
ancient Chinese sage Confucius 

said, because we enjoy the 
confidence of knowing what we 

are doing. Virtue–or 
Understanding–eliminates care, 
because we are at peace in our 

own hearts. And courage–or 
Vigor–removes fear because we 

know we have the strength, 
persistence, and discipline to 

carry our journey through.



There are two layers of 
Knowledge about money, the one 
deep and the other practical. The 

first, and deep, layer of 
Knowledge is that money speaks 

of human character. 

The second, and practical, layer of 
Knowledge lay in learning and 
developing the skills needed to 

handle money well–earning, bill-
paying, budgeting, and saving.



The two layers of money 
Knowledge are woven tightly 
together. Only if we master 

money’s practical side can we 
engage fully in its human lessons, 
and only if we perceive money’s 

depths can we apply practical 
financial skills in ways that enrich 
our lives rather than detract from 
them. Without this deep level of 

Knowledge, our lives around 
money will be filled with conflicts 

and problems.



In it’s early days, money was 
stamped with divine images, for 

money itself was divine. 



Reflection...

Is there any place in your 
consciousness...
Earth/Physical

Water/Emotional
Air/Mental 
Fire/Action
Spirit/Soul

where you still hold money 
as less than sacred?

Earning, Saving, Investing, 
Managing, Wealth Building?



My Wealth Intention
6-3-2021

I share the sacred mysteries of nature, the Divine Feminine, 
business, wealth, beauty, grace, rhythm, and alchemical 

transformation in ways that create sustainable financial freedom 
for myself and others. 



What exactly 
is financial 
freedom?



Important Difference 
Between Creating Financial 

Freedom and Simply 
Aiming at Being Rich

The New Rich: Time, 
Location, and 

Financial  Freedom



Fundamental & 
Core Shift of 

Consciousness 
Stop working for money and 

have your money start 
working for you. 



Reflection...

Call on your inner New Earth 
Creatrix and ask what you 

need to know to have money 
working for you instead of you 

working for money?



Nature-Guided 
Financial Freedom

and Wealth Creation



Impact of the Realms

• Earth your practical penny, dimes, and 
dollars management - directed toward 
growth and creation. 

• Water level of financial flow and making 
emotionally effective decisions. 

• Air maintaining clear and well directed 
focus toward your financial goals. 



Impact of Realms

• Fire clear rhythmic consistent actions in 
small enough chunks to be doable. 

• Spirit deep alignment with your true 
nature and heart desires. 



Impact of Each Creation Aspect 

Moving 

Manifestation

Matrix



Spirit First

True Essence 
& Unified Field

Creating Your Financial Flow 
in Alignment with Who You Are



What do you want to create financially?



Examples of out of the 
box life style creation…



Essence Creation 
Can Be Found in 

Life Purpose 
Archetypes



What’s really 
true for you or 
your client and 

What’s 
Programing

Own a Home
New Car

2 Children
Cycle of Debt

Bigger Better More



Look at the 
Financial Truth 

of What You 
Desire to Create



Money Impacts Every Aspect 
of Life and What You Feel 

Like You Can Create

Learn to Feed Yourself Spiritual 
Soul Food by Designing Your Life 
and Business to Feed Your Soul

What has to be included for you?



Create Your Wealth Intention











Spirit is where the 
feminine and 

masculine either 
continue to persist in a 

tug-of-war about 
money or learn to co-
create their financial 

life effectively.

How well are they 
working together?

What do they each say 
about money at this 

time?



Divine Feminine 
and Financial 

Flow



Clearing Soul
Blocks To Having 

Money
and Generating

Wealth



Create 
Resources

Space
Time

Money
Help

Where do you need 
to create more resources?



Summary

• True Essence Financial Freedom & Life Creation

• Clear Soul Blocks To Having/Managing More

• Connect to Your Financial Truth

• Have a Clear Wealth Intention

• Apply Creativity Here

• Feminine and Masculine Within and Without 
Creating Together Here



Crystalline Grid Activation
➢ Gentle & Easy Learning
➢ Mastery over Receiving
➢ Mastery over Opening to More



Gratitude
Ground 
& Close


